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Overview

1 Introduction to neutrinoless double beta decay

2 Modeling atomic nuclei with nuclear forces from chiral EFT

3 Determination of the NMEs for neutrinoless double-beta decay

4 Summary and prospect
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Low-energy probes of new physics

Search for beyond standard model
physics at three frontiers: the
energy frontier (LHC, etc), the
cosmic frontier (CMB, LHAASO,
etc), and the intensity frontier (
0‹—— decay, WIMP, EDM, etc)

Atomic nucleus: a playground to test fundamental symmetries.
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What’s —— decay?

Nuclear double-— decay is a second-order weak process in which
two neutrons (or protons) in a parent nucleus (A, Z ) are
simultaneously transforming into two protons (or neutrons) in a
daughter nucleus (A, Z ± 2). There are typically four types

double-electron emission (2—≠)
double-positron emission (2—+)
single-positron emission with single-electron capture (‘—+)
double-electron capture (2‘)

This talk focuses on the double-beta decay with double-electron
emission.

(A, Z ) æ (A, Z + 2) + 2e
≠ + (2‹̄e)
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Pioneering studies on 2‹—— decay

First prediction of 2‹—— decay

Status of measurements

The 2‹—— decay is a
second-order weak
process allowed in the
Standard Model.
First discovery of 2‹——
decay (geochemical
method) in 130Te
Inghram & Reynolds, 1950
First direct detection of
2‹—— decay in 82Se
Moe & Lowenthal, 1980
The half-life T

2‹
1/2 ranges

from 1018 to 1024 years
A. Barabash, 2020
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Pioneering studies on 0‹—— decay

The first study of 0‹—— decay (Furry, 1939), inspired by
Majorana and Racah (1937) that the neutrino may coincide
with its own antiparticle.
Occur if neutrinos have mass and are Majorana particles
Process violating lepton number by 2 units.
Several mechanisms: light or heavy neutrino exchange, etc.

First prediction of 0‹—— decay Signal in the direct detection
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Significance of 0‹—— decay

Knowledge about neutrinos
Neutrino mixing

|‹–Í =
Nÿ

j=1
U

ú
–j |‹jÍ .

�m
2
ij(”= 0), and ◊ij(”= 0).

What are still unknown?
The nature of neutrinos:
Dirac or Majorana
Neutrino absolute mass mj
(ordering) and its origin.

The observation of 0‹—— decay
may provide answers to some.

Inputs from nuclear physics
The Q—— value: determining
the energy region of interest
and phase-space factor G0‹ .
The nuclear matrix elements
(NMEs) M

0‹ of 0‹—— decay:
determining neutrino masses

|

3ÿ

j=1

U2
ej mj | =

C
m2

e

g4
A(0)G01T 0‹

1/2

--M0‹
--2

D1/2

What are the major challenges?
Noise-free, large-scale
experimental setups.
Precise values of the NMEs.
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Experimental search of 0‹—— decay

The isotopes that
cannot decay via the
single-— decay due to
energy or spin forbidden
and with large Q——(> 2.0
MeV) value.

are usually selected to be the
candidate nuclei with
experimental interest.

These candidate nuclei are located
close to the —-decay stability line
(classified as stable nuclei).

T
0‹
1/2 ƒ 1027≠28

A
0.01eV
Èm——Í

B2

y
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Current and next-generation of experiments

c.f. Hao Qiu’s talk.
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Current and next-generation of experiments

Tonne-scale detectors with sensitivity T
0‹
1/2 ≥ 1028y

In order to have one event during one year (naive estimation),

N(t) = �N

�t

1
ln 2T

0‹
1/2 æ 1.6 ◊ 104moles æ 800 ≠ 2, 500kg
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Current and next-generation of experiments

Èm——Í = m1c2
12c2

13 + m2c2
13s2

12ei–21 + m3s2
13ei(–31≠2”) ƒ 0.680m1 + 0.297m2ei–21 + 0.022m3ei(–31≠2”).

JMY, J. Meng, Y.F. Niu, P. Ring, PPNP (2022)
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Towards a precise prediction of the 0‹—— NMEs

Status of studies on the NMEs

Variety of nuclear models based on di�. nuclear forces/EDFs
Discrepancy by a factor of THREE or even more.
Di�cult to reduce the discrepancy.
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Towards a precise prediction of the 0‹—— NMEs

From phenomenological to ab initio studies
Nuclear interactions derived from chiral EFT/LQCD
Systematically improvable many-body methods
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Nuclear potentials from the chiral EFT

Non-relativistic chiral 2N+3N interactions (Weinberg power
counting and others) check with B.W. Long

Relativistic chiral 2N interaction (N2LO)
J.-X. Lu, C.-X. Wang, Y. Xiao, L.-S. Geng, J. Meng, P. Ring, PRL128, 142002 (2022)
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Dialing the resolution of nuclear potentials

Similarity renormalization group (SRG) for nuclear forces
Hard core imposes a challenge to nuclear many-body solvers.
Soften nuclear forces with a set of continuous unitary
transformations. S. K. Bogner et al., PRC75, 061001(R) (2007)

Hs = UsHU
†
s © Trel + Vs

Flow equation

dHs
ds

= [÷s , Hs ]

The generator ÷s is chosen to
diagonalize H(s) in the eigenbasis of
Trel,

÷s = [Trel, Hs ]

⁄ = s
≠1/4 [fm≠1]
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Dialing the resolution of nuclear potentials

The repulsive core disappears in the low-⁄ nuclear potentials.
The SRG reformulates the original 2N force in terms of a
softened 2N force + induced many-body forces.

S. K. Bogner et al. (2010); Wendt et al. (2012)
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Nuclear potentials from the Chiral EFT

Nuclear potentials on lattice (check with B.N. Lu)
Nuclear potentials in HO basis

The magic interaction ”EM1.8/2.0”

The N3LO two-body NN

interaction : D.R. Entem, R.
Machleidt (2003)
The N2LO local 3N interactions:
K. Hebeler et al. (2011).
Overestimates somewhat the
binging energy and saturation
density æ underestimates nuclear
radius.
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Nuclear potentials from the Chiral EFT

Other chiral interactions (NR)

The NNLOsat interaction: both the NN and 3N are
truncated up to N2LO with the 16 LECs fitted simultaneously
to NN data (< 35 MeV), binding energies and charge radii of
A = 3, 4 systems, carbon and oxygen isotopes. A. Ekström et
al., PRC91, 051301(R) (2015)
The NN+3N(lnl) interaction, an improved version of the
NN+3N(400) interaction, adjusted solely on A = 2, 3, 4
systems. V. Somà et al., PRC101, 014318 (2020)
A consistent EMN family of NN+3N interaction:
construct 3N interactions using the same chiral order (N3LO),
the same non-local regulator scheme, and the same regulator
scale as in the NN interaction. Constrained by energies of
A = 3, 16 systems. T. Hüther et al., PLB808, 135651 (2020)
The Delta-full NNLOgo interaction: similar to NNLOsat,
but with � degree of freedom explicitly. W. G. Jiang et al.,
PRC102, 054301 (2020)
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Progress in the ab initio studies of atomic nuclei
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The 0‹—— decay in the standard mechanism

The total NME of 0‹—— decay for the ground-state to
ground-state transition

M
0‹—— =

ÿ

–=F,GT,Tensor

K

0+
f

------

ÿ

1,2
h–,K (r12)CK

– · S
K
– ·+

1 ·+
2

------
0+

i

L

.

where the spin-spatial part

C
0
F = 1, S

0
F = 1, .

C
0
GT = 1, S

0
GT = ‡1 · ‡2, .

C
2
T =

Û
24fi

5 Y2(r̂12), S
2
T = [‡1 ¢ ‡2]2 .
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The 0‹—— decay in the standard mechanism

The coordinate-space neutrino potential (K = 0, 2)
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The 0‹—— decay in the standard mechanism

Ab initio methods for 0‹—— decay starting with chiral potentials
For light nuclei: benchmark studies

Quantum Monte-Carlo (QMC) A. Baroni et al., PRC98, 044003 (2018)

No-core shell model (NCSM) R. A. M. Basili et al., PRC102, 014302 (2020); S.

Novario et al., PRL126, 182502 (2021); JMY et al., PRC103, 014315 (2021)

For candidate nuclei (EM1.8/2.0)

Multi-reference in-medium similarity
renormalization group (IMSRG)+GCM
(IM-GCM)
JMY et al., PRL124, 232501 (2020)

IMSRG+Shell Model (VS-IMSRG)
A. Belley et al., PRL126, 042502 (2021)

Coupled-cluster with singlets, doublets,
and partial triplets (CCSDT1) .
S. Novario et al., PRL126, 182502 (2021)
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The 0‹—— decay in the standard mechanism

A comprehensive comparison

White paper/report for the Topical Collaboration on neutrinoless double-beta decay, funded by DOE (US)

V. Cirigliano et al., arXiv:2207.01085v1 (2022)

All NMEs are calculated based on the same long-range
transition operator in the standard mechanism.
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The NME of 2‹—— decay in
48

Ca

M
2‹ =

ÿ

µ

+
0+

F |‡·≠
| 1+

µ

, +
1+

µ |‡·≠
| 0+

I
,

Eµ ≠ EI + (EI ≠ EF ) /2 .

CCSDT1: M
2‹ = 0.042 with the quenching factor q

2 = 0.812

deduced from two-body currents, somewhat larger than the
data M

2‹ = 0.035. S. Novario et al., PRL126, 182502 (2021)

VS-IMSRG: M
2‹ = 0.030 without the quenching factor.

Charlie G. Payne, B.S. thesis of the University of Waterloo, 2015
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Determining the NME with correlation relation?

JMY et al., PRC106, 014315 (2022)
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Determining the NME with correlation relation?

Might not be able to calibrate the M
0‹ for the candidate

0‹—— decay with the data of DGT.
Other observables: 2‹—— decay?

JMY et al., PRC106, 014315 (2022)
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The contact transition operator for 0‹—— decay

The nn æ ppe
≠

e
≠ transition amplitude A‹ by the long-range

transition operator at the LO

The transition amplitude is regulator-dependent (left panel)!
With the following contact term at LO, the A‹ becomes
regulator independent (right panel)

V‹,S = ≠2g
NN
‹ · (1)+· (2)+

V. Cirigliano et al., PRL120, 202001 (2018); PRC97,065501 (2019)
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The contact transition operator for 0‹—— decay

Determination of the LEC for the contact operator
The LO contribution to nn æ ppe

≠
e

≠ transition amplitude A‹

represents the A‹ as the momentum integral of a known
kernel (proportional to the neutrino propagator) times the
generalized forward Compton scattering amplitude
n(p1)n(p2)W +(k) æ p(pÕ

1)p(pÕ
2)W ≠(k), in analogy to the

Cottingham formula [W.N. Cottingham, Ann. Phys. 25, 424 (1963)] for the
electromagnetic contribution to hadron masses.

V. Cirigliano et al., PRL126, 172002 (2021); JHEP05, 289 (2021)
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The contact transition operator for 0‹—— decay

model-independent representations of the integrand in the
low- and high-momentum regions, through chiral EFT and the
operator product expansion, respectively.
Construct a model for the full amplitude by interpolating
between the two regions.

operator product 
expansion

chiral EFT

interpolation The LEC of the contact term is 
determined by the following matching

The final (scheme-independent) amplitude
A‹(|p| = 25MeV, |p

Õ
| = 30MeV) = ≠0.0195(5)MeV≠2

V. Cirigliano et al., PRL126, 172002 (2021); JHEP05, 289 (2021)
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The contact transition operator for 0‹—— decay

Determination of the LEC g
NN
‹ for di�. chiral potentials
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Dependence of the short- and long-range parts of the
transition amplitude on the SRG scale ⁄ for the NN potential.
Converges w.r.t. the power of chiral NN expansion.
R. Wirth, JMY, H. Hergert, PRL127, 242502 (2021)
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The contact transition operator for 0‹—— decay

The contact term (S) enhances the NME for 48Ca by 43(7)%,
the uncertainty is propagated only from the synthetic datum.
More accurate predictions require the LEC from lattice QCD.
R. Wirth, JMY, H. Hergert, PRL127, 242502 (2021)
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First-principle calculations of 0‹—— decay in
76

Ge

T.R. Rodríguez, J. Phys. G 
44, 034002 (2017)

Gogny D1S force

Challenges
Both 76Ge and 76Se are
medium-mass deformed nuclei with
a shape-coexistence phenomenon.
Triaxial deformation turns out to
be essential in their low-lying
states.

Imposing a computational challenge for
nuclear ab initio methods.
The IM-GCM is well suited for the
low-lying states of shape-coexistence
nuclei.
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Generator coordinate method in a nutshell

The trial wave function of a GCM state
|�JNZ ···

Í =
ÿ

Q
F

JNZ
Q P̂

J
P̂

N
P̂

Z
· · · |�QÍ

|�QÍ are a set of HFB wave functions from constraint
calculations, Q is the so-called generator coordinate.
The Hill-Wheeler-Gri�n equation:

ÿ

QÕ

Ë
H

JNZ (Q, Q
Õ) ≠ E

J
N

JNZ (Q, Q
Õ)

È
F

JNZ
QÕ = 0

The Hilbert space is controlled by the Q.
The Q is usually chosen as deformation
parameters.
The computation complexity is generally
smaller than full CI calculations, but also grows
with the number of Q. more details? c.f. Changfeng Jiao’s talk
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Machine-learning models for 0‹—— decay

Flowchart for our algorithm

The noises by ML models may
impact the results, but this impact
can be avoided by our algorithm.

A space-reduction algorithm
Computing partial of the
kernels (N , H) exactly
Training ML models for the
kernels and predicting the rest
of kernels
Selection of a subspace based
on orthogonality condition
(OC)
Computing all the elements of
the kernels (N , H) within the
subspace
Determination of observables
(energy spectra, M

0‹)

X. Zhang et al. in preparation (2022)
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Machine-learning models for 0‹—— decay

Learning ln N and H/N with polynomial regression

ŷ
(i)(◊; N) =

Nÿ

n=0
◊n ·

1
x(i)

2n

The norm kernels N are highly non-local and vary by several orders
of magnitude. Thus, the performance of the ML model for N is
much worse than that for H/N .
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Machine-learning models for 0‹—— decay

The noises introduced by the ML models spoil the energy plateau
condition in the GCM+ML, but this e�ect is avoided in the
GCM+ML+OC calculation.
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Machine-learning models for 0‹—— decay

Both the energy spectra and M
0‹ of GCM reproduced by

GCM+OC/ENTRO+ML.
The ML algorithm speeds up the GCM calculation by a factor
of 3-9 (axial case) for the energy spectra and NME.
Expected to be more e�cient with multi-coordinates.
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0‹—— decay in
76

Ge with a chiral nuclear force
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0‹—— decay in
76

Ge with a chiral nuclear force

Energy surfaces by the chiral
interaction EM1.8/2.0 Convergence of the M

0‹
L

(eMax = 08, ~Ê = 12 MeV)

The contribution of only the
long-range operators is shown.
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0‹—— decay in
76

Ge with a chiral nuclear force

Extrapolation of the M
0‹

Uncertainty quantifications
(chiral interactions,
many-body approximation) JMY et al. in preparation (2022)
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Summary

0‹—— decay provides a complementary way (oscillation exp,
direct measurements, cosmological observations) to determine
the absolute mass scale of neutrinos. Experimental searches of
0‹—— decay are pushing up to tonne-scale detectors with a
half-life sensitivity of up to 1028 years.
The precision of the extracted neutrino mass depends on the
NMEs which have the model uncertainty of a factor of up to
three. A lot of e�orts are devoted to reducing the discrepancy.
Remarkable progress achieved in ab initio calculation of the
NMEs of candidate nuclei. The contribution of the
short-range operators turns out to be significant.
The first-principle calculations of the NMEs for heavier
candidate nuclei (76Ge, 82Se, 100Mo, 130Te, 136Xe) starting
from nuclear chiral potentials are in progress. Stay tuned!
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Prospect

Uncertainty quantification
Uncertainty from chiral interactions (statistic and systematic
errors, many-body currents, relativistic e�ect) and many-body
truncations.
Emulate the complicated nuclear model for the NMEs of
0‹—— decay.

Contributions from other mechanisms
The ”master formula” for the 0‹—— decay in EFT

[T 0‹
1/2]≠1 = g

4
A

Ó
G01

1
|A‹ |

2 + |AR |
2
2

+ 2G04 |Ame |
2 + 4G02 |AE |

2 + G09 |AM |
2

≠ 2 (G01 ≠ G04) Re [Aú
‹AR ] + 2G04 Re

#
A

ú
me (A‹ + AR)

$

≠ G03 Re [(A‹ + AR) A
ú
E + 2Ame A

ú
E ]

+G06 Re [(A‹ ≠ AR) A
ú
M ]}

V. Cirigliano et al., JHEP 12, 097 (2018)Jiangming Yao 42 / 60
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Backup slides

Backup slides
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Current and next-generation experiments

M. Agostini et al., arXiv:2202.01787v1
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Energy spectra of nuclear low-lying states

X. Zhang et al., in preparation (2022).
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The contact transition operator for 0‹—— decay

Standard mechanism for the 0‹—— decay in (chiral) EFT

Strategy: promoting the contact transition operator to the LO
term.
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Neutrino parameters from oscillation experiments

Global 6-parameter fit http://www.nu-fit.org
Esteban, Gonzalez-Garcia, Maltoni, Schwetz, Zhou, JHEP’20 [2007.14792]
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Dialing the resolution of nuclear potentials

The phase shifts from di�erent treated AV18 interactions.
The phase shifts are preserved in the SRG (on top of the
black curves).

S. K. Bogner et al. (2007); D. Jurgenson et al. (2008)
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Dialing the resolution of nuclear potentials

The convergence of many-body (NCSM) calculations becomes
faster using the SRG-softened nuclear force with a lower
resolution parameter ⁄.

D. Jurgenson et al. (2009)
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Uncertainty quantification

Statistic analysis within the shell models

136Xe48Ca

M. Horoi, A. Neacsu, S. Stoica, arXiv:2203.10577 [nucl-th]

Starting from three di�erent shell-model
Hamiltonians.
Each of the two-body interaction matrix
elements of the original shell-model
Hamiltonian varies by 10%.
Correlation between M

0‹ and M
2‹ .
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The End
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